Freedom Apostolic Resources Mountain
Our general mandate










To connect heaven and earth to release eternal destiny
To release heaven’s sounds and frequencies into the created order
To equip to encounter and experience true reality, heavenly intimacy,
freedom, transformation, progressive revelation
To release heavenly and earthly legislative government
To help to equip lords, kings and sons to engage their heavenly positions of
governmental authority
To equip them to rule God’s house, have charge of the heavenly courts and
access and influence the councils and assemblies of God
To release heavenly blueprints and mandates
To administrate the times and seasons by aligning the circle of the deep
To produce and provide resources that will enable the sons of God to answer
creation’s groan and be manifested on the earth

The focus in this present season is on reaching, releasing and equipping the
Joshua Generation
Because of this our specific mandate for now includes:






To call forth and equip a Joshua
Generation; a worldwide Joshua –
Joseph – Enoch – Daniel – David
generation
To call into the wilderness (those
who have not yet crossed over) to
the next wave to release the
sound of deep calling to deep
To help believers around the world
come into the new heavenly order











To release a heavenly sound to bring the old wilderness mountains down and
raise the valleys up
To open up portals in the heavenly realms for heaven’s sounds to engage
earth
To release the sound that calls forth the government of God over regions and
nations
To offer support and encouragement for those who respond governmentally
To equip the Joshua Generation to rule the house, take charge of the courts
and stand in the assemblies and councils of God
To equip the Order of Melchizedek to legislate effectively
To produce and provide resources to establish the blueprints for new order
Ekklesia and Cities of Refuge
To call forth and equip benches of 3, 7, and 12
To align the circle of the deep to release the resources and revelation of the
12 High Chancellors’ Houses

FAR is authorised to

gather and connect relationally

resource, equip and release.
We are to be

a catalyst for transformation

a fire starter to help ignite passion
with heavenly revelation; unveiling a new
reality of truth

What does it mean to connect?









Connect people to help facilitate the relationships that are established out of
gathering
Physical relational connections between people, areas, regions and nations
etc. This is not a structural organisational network, it must be relational
Connecting heaven and earth
Connecting with the angelic realm and the 7 spirits of God
Connecting with the cloud of witnesses
Connecting with the 4 orders of angels
assigned in the transition from old to new
– Transformation, Winds of Change,
Sound of Many Waters, Refiner‘s Fire
Gathering and connecting people
together within nations, areas, regions,
states and continents. These facilitate
relational connections to provide support
and encouragement

We are walking alongside people on their journeys, we are not over them or
under them.
We are providing support and encouragement to various groups who are
becoming or transitioning into the Joshua Generation Ekklesia, relationally and
through resources.
We are helping people to establish the government of God in various nations,
engaging relationally and helping them make connections and establish patterns
of Government.




We desire to walk alongside people on their journey for as long as they need
us.
We are helping people to legislate heavens government and God’s kingdom
authority in their own lives, areas, towns, cities regions and nations.
We are mandated to disciple or mentor people to hear God for themselves
and engage heaven themselves.

Everything we do is relational not structural. We are not trying to form a new stream;
there is no hierarchy involved, just relationship.
The 7 mountain spheres of authority are:
 Resources
 Consultation
 Discipleship and mentoring
 Ekklesia
 Government and legislation
 Regions, Nations, Continents
 Cities of Refuge (Embassies of Heaven)

